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Good morning my dear reader! Assuming you
read this Droevendalia somewhere late in the
morning in the weekend, the best time of the
day to read this little newspaper about the
most lovely place to live in, as far as I know.
First of all, sorry you had to wait so long for
this issue to be finished. When we took over
the task of being responsible for the
Droevendalia we didn’t anticipated the total
amount of time actually needed to edit this
newspaper properly. Fixing the layout is taking
more time than you can image and therefore
procrastination is luring around the corner
continuously. This is life of any editor I guess. I
never imagined it would be like this.
Fortunately for you and me, this issue is finally
finished and ready for print. Of course there
are a lot of things that can be improved. I
would love to have a broader input from the
whole community of Droevendaal. For those
that are aware, most of the input for this
edition, and previous Droevendalia’s edited by
me and Peter were mainly influence by a
certain figure well known to some, maybe not
to others. The reason for this is that he is very
creative, active and contributing most written
input in this Droevendalia. Which are very
appreciable attributes to ascribe to a person.
Therefore I request from you some sincere
criticism about this Droevendalia which will
force us to do a better job next time. In
exchange for this criticism, well taken on our
side, I would like to request from you that you
will gives us input on how you enjoy and/or
endure life in Droevendaal in such a way that
we can publish it in the next Droevendalia and
thereby giving a broader reflection on life at
Droevendaal. We have a most beautiful place
to life in, with an ever changing assembly of
very interesting people. Only this is already
reason enough to be happy to live here! I
welcome you all to contribute in your best
way to increase the quality of living,
communication, parties, fun, crazy adventures
and if want to share your thoughts, send them
to us and we will include them in the next
Droevendalia!

Droevendaal has a ‘Groengroep’ or Green
Group, a couple of lads (and soon chicks) with
the tasks of discussing ideas about how to
manage our marvelous green environment,
communicating and interchanging ideas with
Idealis, the ecological gardeners and of course
all Droevendaalers, and finally: organizing
Green Work Days, on which we turn our green
visions into reality.
In what follows, we’ll explain you a bit about
what the green group does to keep Droef’s
nature one of the most beautiful semi-natural
systems in a densely populated area in the
Netherlands. (There are far more people per
m2 meter in Droef than there are animals per
m2 meter on an intensively used grass field for
cows, but the number of [for instance] plant
species exceeds the number of people!)
There is a long-term ‘green plan’ for
Droevendaal, set up around 2000 and
revisited in 2011, outlining the landscape
goals and associated management types of
different parts of Droef. Within this
framework, there is quite some space for
creative ideas.
Working outside with fellow green fingers (or
blue fingers in winter) is big fun. Shaping the
Droef
environment
together
and
cutting/chopping/dragging your ass off gives a
great feeling. A hot soup and an occasional
fire afterwards make the experience
unforgettable.
Green Work Days are announced via
Droefmail, Facebook and flyers. Some months
ago, we distributed a calendar for the Green
Work Days of 2014. This Droevendalia also
contains this calendar + drawing. If you want,
you can hang the calendar in your house (if it’s
not already hanging), to be reminded from
time to time about our activities. The NEXT
green work day is scheduled: 22 February.
More info follows!

Nina (61), Peter (61), Kris (55)
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A ‘flora Droevendalia’ is in the make, to do honour to our marvelous kingdom of plants
and to make it more accessible to Droevies. These are a few of the 800+ photos we’ve made so far.
From top left to bottom right:
Donkere ooievaarsbek, grote maagdenpalm, bernagie, gele ganzenbloem, eenstijlige meidoorn,
rietorchis, gewone akelei (for the foreigners: nothing is more eclectic than returning home and
knowing all Dutch plant names).
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The calendar of the Green Group 2014
1. WINTER
- Pollarding (knotten) of trees around Droef. Pollarding of trees is an ancient
tradition. It results in beautiful compact trees with a big crown, in which sometimes
other trees and forbs start growing! The output of this day will be: healthy
‘knotbomen’, firewood, blue hands, branches to construct wood hedges and eternal
fame for all helping hands.
2. SPRING
- In winter, the gardeners will cut some big trees and shrubs in the woody South side
of Droef (according to the multiple year green management plan of Droef). In early
spring, we’ll drag out all the branches, so the vegetation can fully develop.
- Japanese Knotweed eradication. This invasive plant is slowly spreading from the
South ditch of Droef, right into our gardens. We seemed to have weakened the
different clones last Spring/Summer (an evaluation of this is upcoming), and we will
continue with this the coming growing season.
3. SUMMER
- Japanese Knotweed eradication
- Compost pile management (compact and shred wood)
- We are planning to dry part of the mown grass, to use for the chickens
- Summer will undoubtedly bring many other ideas!
YEAR ROUND:
Many monitoring efforts and biodiversity workshops are organized in Droef.
If you think we can help you with this, tell us!
GROENGROEP DROEVENDAAL
groengroepdroef@gmail.com
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Droef Meeting Minutes – November 11, 2013
On November 11 2013, between 17u30 and 19u30, we had our biannual Droef
meeting in the CB. There were lots of cookies and ideas, and strange looking blackish
carrots, which some people tried. These people died within 30 minutes. Joke.
Below you can read a concise version of a selection of points of the meeting (based
on Lena’s (91) report: things to keep in mind for our ever dynamic society of
hippieness.
Present from Droevendaal: Bjorn (49), Brend (59), Kris (55), Heike (107) Ruby (107), Art (99), Marta
(99), Paul (39), Peter (61), Roos (81), Lena (91), Daan (69), Sophie (81), Pieter (35), Coretta (35), Max
(37), Joanne (37), Rozemarijn (81), Anouk (43), Floor (103), Salome (101), Monique (57), Roeland
(47), Hendrik (45), Doris (57), Ko (91), Nina (39), and several others who walked in late. (Nico (53),
Jelle (47),…)
From Idealis (part of the time): Eugene (caretaker Droevendaal) and Barabara (Idealis)

Maintenance 2014 (floors and painting)
Neither Eugene nor Barbara can say anything at this point. “Probably”, the interior of
the barracks will be painted somewhere in 2014, but it’s not clear when and how.
Recycling shelf at Droef entrance
(…) Finally it is decided to open a new give-and-take-shop in the common bicycle
shed (between 33 and 49). (Addition: this project had to be changed in January.
More info in THIS Droevendalia.)
Garbage collecting team
The garbage collecting team (currently consisting of Roeland, Luc and Jelle) is looking
for new blood. They are collecting garbage around Droef once a week and
encountering countless adventures - too much too mention all of them here, so sign
up for the experience yourself! Vacancies are open. (Luc emphasises that the work of
the garbage collecting team saves every tenant 5 euros/month.)
PhD students on Droevendaal
Barbara explains that there are government rules – officially Idealis is a student
housing provider – so now Idealis has to prove for every student that it’s a “real”
student. The only current problem is for Dutch PhD students: they are currently
officially not allowed to live here. Further, details are not clear for Idealis, the
government has yet to make a definite decision.
All PhD students who received a letter that they have to leave can stay.
Problems with repair service: Several barracks experienced problems with the repair
service not properly targeting the problem and/or taking inappropriate actions. The
best thing is that if a tenant is present to explain to the repair people what the
problem is. Eugene offers that people can always send him a mail if repair service is
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not working properly, but emphasises that they have been working with the company
for a long time and that so far the experience was good.
Eugene and Barbara withdraw from the meeting
Parking spots at the back of Droef
After a short discussion where people raise some additional points for and against
parking spots, there is a voting on whether to keep the parking spots at the back of
Droef. 22 people are for, 5 people are against, 3 people are neutral. Therefore it is
decided that the parking spots will stay.
Decision taking and internal communication
Currently the DWB (Droef WanBestuur), a group of people taking small every day
decisions, consists of Luc (37), Peter, Roos (81), Rooz (81), Roeland (47) – everybody
can join, just ask one of the people. They discuss things like: the preparation of Droef
meeting, football table for common barrack, and try to see which things should be
discussed at the meetings with more people.
Metal collectors
Several people experienced unpleasant encounters with metal collectors and where
even threatened by them. If you see them, you should send them away and/or write
down the number plate and call the police, as they are not allowed to be here.
People who cannot come to a Droef meeting but have an opinion on a topic being
discussed can e-mail this to Luc before the meeting.

Spread the word: we are looking for a new Droef mayor:
Shared on short term, non-shared on the longer term.
Contact Luc (37) for more information!
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Dear Droef inhabitants of all sorts,
The sole purpose of this epistle is to increase the efficacy and ‘socialness’ of the
reuse of stuff at Droef. Let’s take a step back from our idea of reusing stuff and
have a look at the reality behind it. After which we could perhaps, potentially,
change this reality a bit.

The past
Let me start with a brief history (anno 2010-present) of all the stuff that is being left en masse for
reuse, formerly at the entrance of Droef, now in the new ‘give away shop’, most of this stuff
eventually degenerating to unsorted garbage, thrown in the container by few people.
‘Recycling can be cute’ was the title of a ‘Droef picture of the month’ in 2010. Perhaps the little duck
that made the whole scenery ‘cute’ was indeed given a new place to live, but most likely - and this is
certainly true for the larger part of stuff ending up at the entrance – it got a different destination.
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If the above cupboard was standing there in winter, chances of the little cute duck ending up in the
waste combustion were even higher. The garbage collectors of Droef tried to keep track of how long
things were there and threw stuff away that was not being taken away (more than 90%, is my guess).
The idea: ‘potentially someone wants this thing and saves it from the trash container, so it is good
practice to put it here’.
Reality: the larger part of those things ends up in the trash container. Few people have to take the
effort to sort this out and feel the pain of convicting stuff to the garbage container.
Solution: things should be given away in a more direct offer-demand transaction, and the remaining
usable stuff is to be brought to Emmaus and the like. If you put big furniture, mattresses, and so on,
at the front, please do so in way that it does not obstruct the way to the garbage containers, and
don’t place the stuff on the glass container, which the garbage people of the municipality cannot
open like this.
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The present

Last autumn, we had the idea of moving the Droef give-away spot to the common bike shed, because
rain was thought to be the devil that prevented efficient reuse. That was the idea.
Reality suggests that the devil is actually composed of the following parts:
-

Offer exceeds demand
Demand is lowered further because of the unattractive way stuff is presented:

As long as the devil is considered to be cute, people that feel responsible for managing the give-away
shop will always find the place like this:
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The future
I think the only social and rational thing to do
is to make an effort yourself to make sure
your stuff is being reused. Only just now I met
a girl (Ellen, 55) who is willing to organize the
clothing section of our ‘Droef Emmaus’
together with Eef (55). Books and clothing can
still be put in the Droef Emmaus, but for now,
you have to find other ‘give away channels’ for
your other stuff in order to save it from the
waste circuit.
What do we do now?  Transaction needs
some ACTION!

Swapping stuff amongst Droevendaalers is
good and fun (I sometimes meet people in
Droef that look at me as if ‘I’m wearing
something of them’, which is then often
indeed the case).
However, currently the main problem is: far
more stuff is being stuffed in the give-away
shop than what is taken out for reuse. Put in
the most cynical way I can: the shed is now a
place where things are given some time to
collect dust before they are being thrown
away.

Three suggestions to turn our idea about reuse into reality
1. Organize alternative ways to exchange stuff amongst Droevies (e.g.: give away flee market
on the field (will probably be organized early spring!), give spare cups to the neighbors and
other simple transactions).
2. Bring the Droef marketplace to life by using it! You can find it via:
Droevendaal.nl > ‘Practical’ > ‘Marketplace’
3. Bring stuff to the reuse shop network in Wageningen/Bennekom/Ede, by YOURSELF.
Some possibilities: in front of camping ‘de Wielerbaan’ there is a container where you can
put old clothing / gratisoptehalen.nl / marktplaats.nl / your mother.
4.

If you are lazy or in a hasty mood because you need to catch a flight to your home country,
walk to the container and throw your stuff in there (or when it is big rubbish, wait for the
Idealis container to appear, and when it is dangerous garbage: wait for the yearly dangerous
waste collection).

…have a very pleasant Easter!
Roeland (47)
garbage/rubbish collector of Droef
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Animal Counting 2013
Counting all the animals in Droevendaal was
good fun, visiting all the different houses and
getting to know the inhabitants, the different
living rooms and getting an insight in animal
life in Droevendaal. Unfortunately the
processing of data and writing this text took
longer than expected, and once you postpone
something it takes a great deal to convince
yourself that today is the day to finish what
you started.
We, as scientist, know the value of correlation
and therefore we present you last year’s
result. We propose that we should try to
increase the number of chickens in order to
decrease the number of burglaries in the
Netherlands. This might help prevent our
laptops and bicycles from being stolen in
Droevendaal as well. We are still investigating
how the connection can be true between
these two, seemingly unconnected, events but
as you can see, the data is convincing.
Furthermore the number of rabbits at
Droevendaal is a good indicator of the success

of the PVV. For all the international people
and the non-political interested folks who
never heard of the PVV, it is our very own
Dutch ultra-right wing party that used to have
success in our national parliament for a while
but now, thanks to the increase of the rabbit
population at Droevendaal their success has
dropped in 2013. As the process of creating
policy is not always based on known causes
and effects, and we certainly do not yet
understand how the rabbit-PVV connection
works, this does not mean you have to fully
understand this relation before you act. You
can change your house animal policy
according to your political wishes and veto
against this new rabbit your housemate
desperately wants if you prefer a more right
winged Dutch government. If this is not the
case you can think about starting to breed
rabbits to prevent the success of the PVV. If
you happen to know any details about how
these interesting connections work, we would
love to know, so please tell us!
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Burglaries

An increase in Droef chicken relates to less burglaries in the Netherlands
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Overview of the animals living at Droef
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English
Giant African land snail
Sucking Loach
Axolotl
Chinese fire belly newt
Bee
Cichlids
Dwarf hamster
African dwarf frog
Cat
Chicken
Dog
guinea pig
Gerbil
Goat
honey gourami
Happy colourful fish
Syrian Hamster
Cardinal tetra
Millipede
Common Quail
Boa constrictor
Small White
Neon tetra
Rabbit
Mouse
Platypus
red-eared Terrapin
Red claw Crap
Western rat snake
Roaster
Rummy nose tetra
Red fish
European robin
Turtle
Schuberti Fish
Turkey
Gyrinocheilus aymonieri
Goldfish
(Caridean?)Shrimp
Zebrafish
Kissing gourami
Cherry shrimp

Dutch
Afrikaanse reuzenslak
Algeneter
Axolotl
Aziatische vuurbuiksalamander
Bijen
Cyclide (vis)
Dwerghamster
Dwergklauwkikker
Kat
Kip
Hond
Huiscavia
Woestijnrat
Geit
Honinggurami
Vrolijke kleurrijke vis
Goudhamster
kardinaaltetra
Miljoenpoot
Kwartel
Kleine boa's
Koolwitje
Neontetra
Konijn
Muis
Vogelbekdier
Roodwangschildpad
Perisesarma bidens
Rattenslang
Haan
Roodneuszalm
Rode Vis
Roodborstje
Schildpad
Puntius semifasciolatus
Kalkoen
Siamese algeneter
Sluierstaartvis
zoetwatergarnaal
Zebravis
Zoenvis
Vuurgarnalen

Scientific
Achatina fulica
Gyrinocheilus
Ambystoma mexicanum
Cynops orientalis
Apis mellifera

Family
Total
Achatinidae
2
Gyrinocheilidae
1
Ambystomatidae
2
Salamandridae
1
Apidae
2 hives
Cichlidae
2
Phodopus sungorus
Cricetidae
1
Hymenochirus
Pipidae
2
Felis catus
Felidae
42
Gallus gallus domesticus
Phasianidae
124
Canis lupus familiaris
Canidae
3
Cavia porcellus
Caviidae
1
Muridae
1
Capra hircus
Bovidae
1
Trichogaster chuna
Osphronemidae
2
Osteichthyes, Chondrichthyes Colorum
5
Mesocricetus auratus
Cricetidae
1
Paracheirodon axelrodi
Characidae
3
Diplopoda
4
Coturnix coturnix
Phasianidae
6
Boa constrictor
Boidae
3
Pieris rapae
Pieridae
6
Paracheirodon innesi
Characidae
7
Oryctolagus cuniculus
Leporidae
5
Mus musculus
Muridae
1
Ornithorhynchus anatinus
Ornithorhynchidae
1
Trachemys scripta elegans
Emydidae
2
Perisesarma bidens
Sesarmidae
2
Pantherophis obsoletus
Colubridae
2
Gallus gallus domesticus
Phasianidae
33
Hemigrammus rhodostomus Characidae
2
Osteichthyes, Chondrichthyes Rutilus
1
Erithacus rubecula
Muscicapidae
1
Testudines
1
Puntius semifasciolatus
Cyprinidae
4
Meleagris gallopavo
Phasianidae
2
Gyrinocheilus aymonieri
Gyrinocheilidae
2
Carassius auratus
Cyprinidae
3
Atyidae
1
Danio rerio
Cyprinidae
7
Helostoma temmincki
Helostomatidae
1
Neocaridina heteropoda
Atyidae
6

Spread the word: we are looking for a new Droef mayor:
Shared on short term, non-shared on the longer term.
Contact Luc (37) for more information!
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From the old Box: The logic of house numbers
What follows is an adaptation from an article
written by Frank (ex-53 inhabitant,
Droevendalia 69) who enlightens us with the
logic behind the number of our beloved
houses. Droevendaal used to be bigger. There
was a second field, the area between barracks
69 and 73-75 (old map) which is now occupied
by our neighbors with ‘movable’ houses.
Barracks 79-107 were built five years later.
According to Frank, and if you look at the old
map of Droevendaal of which he made a
drawing, the logic is ‘walkable’. Start walking
at 31 and keep looking to the left and assign a
subsequent house number to all the barracks
with a path. This works fine up to number 61.
Then 63 is a bit further away and in between
houses 79-85 which are apparently younger
than the rest. Then from 65-77 this assigningat-a-path method works perfect. And even
further if you continue with 87 and walk up to
107. By entering Droef these days at the main
entrance most visitors appreciate the logic of
the row 87-107 but are then thrown off-guard
if they move further into Droef. The key in
understanding is that 87-107 is the end, not
the beginning.

I have to say that there are less wandering
visitors these days that are totally lost, and
have to ring at our door for navigation advice.
This might be an effect of the abundant little
posts with the house numbers along all the
paths that are now clearly visible throughout
Droevendaal.
Then a quick summary of the numbers;
barracks 31-77 were built first, in 1972 as
temporary housing to solve student housing
issues in Wageningen. Inhabitants of barrack
31 confiscated the area of the current
barracks 87-107 as their kitchen garden. That
is an impressive area to keep free of weeds!
Then in 1977, when the housing issue was still
unsolved, new barracks had to be constructed.
The kitchen garden was space needed for the
new buildings but the ‘owners’ who worked
the land didn’t just let the housing association
take their land. This is probably the reason
why SSHW (former name of Idealis) continued
to build in the corner of 65. They continued
the number system according to the same
method described above, starting with 79. The
gardeners of 31 did not win the fight and their
land was used for the last row of barracks
which end this story with the numbers 87 until
107.
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Het al dan wel of niet
Met één enkel betoog (of vierentwintig
betogen) kan je niet alle problemen oplossen,
alle zorgen wegnemen en alle stront uit de
wereld werken. Dat is een belachelijk groots
voornemen. Ik wil een moment van rust
aanbieden, eentje dat misschien nog even
nawerkt in latere momenten. Dat lijkt me een
goede intentie. Ik kan er de wereld
ongetwijfeld mooier mee maken. Twijfel daar
toch niet aan, Jan met de pet!

Akkoord, een wereld die ík mooi vind.
Misschien is die wereld helemaal niet goed
voor de mensen (of schoonheid in ‘t

algemeen!), of wordt men verscheurd door
heen en weer getrokken te worden naar
verschillende werelden waarin idealisten met
een verscheiden gedachtegoed de mensen
gaarne willen huisvesten. Het lijkt wel een
onontkoombare tweestrijd: je kunt je wereld
voorzichtig aanbieden en beperkte aanhang
oogsten, waarbij de aanhangers een - zo je
denkt - weloverwogen keuze hebben gemaakt
om zich bij jou te scharen. Je kunt je wereld
ook opdringen en heel veel volgelingen
aantrekken, in de oprechte overtuiging dat je
de menschen gelukkig zal maken in jouw
paleis van gelukzaligheid. Neen! (Neen?) Het is
een tweestrijd die men wél kan ontkomen:

Laat het los

Draai je om

Blijf niet tobben

laat het varen

ga weer verder

sta weer op

zeg gedag

kijk niet terug

loop een rondje

en beste wensen!

hou je haaks.

laat het los.

Danny Pollepel

Current situation of Droevendaal
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Droevendaal, two weeks after the collision
October 16, 2018, Leiden
Dear reader,
It is true. I cannot deny it any longer, not for
myself nor the outer world. The history
described below now seems unreal, yet reality
consists of a series of inevitable events we
have to face and deal with. And yes, it is true,
we ate them… and enjoyed it.
In this history, I present – after five years of
painful silence – the truth about Droevendaal.
The telling of this story has been driven by a
gnawing fear of Droef ending up in the fairy
tale books. It was a place of hope and smiles,
and it was real. I lived in this Utopia for three
years,
and
suddenly…
it
vanished.
To all relatives and friends of the people that
populated Droef, I hope this story will bring
relieve after many years of desperately
searching for the truth behind your losses.
Droef Festival, summer of 2013. For one day
and night, Droevendaal was the center of our
world, the only place we could feel and
perceive. What more does one need than
some delicious food, a toilet, having good
friends around, music, funky and kinky moves,

and some other quintessential things that give
color to our lives? Yes, a romanticized view of
a place that was once known as a dynamic,
inspirational living community of bee-keepers,
violists, pianists, farmers, bicycle menders,
acrobats, cooks, tree climbers, recyclers,
hermits and some other folks (see Diederik’s
anthropologic analysis of Droevendaal,
Droevendalia # 84).
September 22. The sun rose, as it’s supposed
to do. Droef party’s utopia slowly faded away,
and the outer world faded in again. After
cleaning some of the mess (“spontaneous art
compositions”, see Droevendalia # 84), three
Droevendaalers had the idea of having a walk
in “het binnenveld”, a magical place just
outside Droef where bourgeois people tend to
have their Sunday afternoon walks. We – our
mayor Luc, Floor and Roeland – felt like
Droevendalian expats who were overtaken by
a sudden urge to connect to the outside
world. It was a warm and sunny day filled with
joy, accompanied by solemn mushrooms and
our dreamy thoughts about the future. The

Source: Algemene Inlichtingen en Veiligheidsdients: The Netherlands
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implicit message in many things we told each
other was that the place we lived in was
something beautiful, something to cherish.
Our yearly Droef party just took place, and on
this day, the best Droevendaal has to offer
culminates in a euphoric being together. We
could clearly see this after taking some
distance from it. After one hour of walking, we
felt like going back to that marvelous place. At
this point, we found ourselves at the
university campus, preparing to cross the
road. We fantasized about never going back to
Droevendaal and just walk away. The Droef
party would have been a nice ending of our
time there. We would start anew, the three of
us. Luc told us he had a cellphone and a bank
card. Floor had a mushroom to eat, I had a
pen to write “somewhere” on a piece of
cardboard to start hitchhiking. We joked a bit
about our silly thoughts, and were actually
already looking forward to be welcomed again
by our fellow Droevendaalers.
We crossed the road. Then: a bang, so loud
that I could only hear a vague rustling sound.
Everything around me turned blurry and
trembling. I remember waking up at the side
of the road we just came from. Luc was lying
in the center of the roundabout in fetus
position and Floor was looking quite dead,
spread out on the pavement with a grilled
mushroom covering her face. I slowly lifted my
head to see if all my limbs were still present
and looked around me to decipher the
situation we found ourselves in. the university
buildings were still there, the NIOO building
was partly destroyed and a plume of smoke
rose out of Droevendaal. Trees were burning,
everything was deadly silent. Can’t believe
this?
Nowadays, children swim in the crater that
was caused by an asteroid hitting this place
that particular day, now serving as an artificial
swimming lake (zwemvijver “Blijdaal”). Just
after the collision, Idealis (student housing

provider, dismantled in 2015) saw her chance:
erase Droevendaal from public history and
ending an exhausting history of a silly
discussions about… no shit: parking lots.
Idealis somehow succeeded to put up a story
of 200 students being sent away from Droef
by recorded delivery of an expel letter, stating
that hippies are no longer part of the target
group of Droevendaal. On September 23, the
asteroid (6 meters in diameter) was removed
by the caretaker Eugene, and an ambitious
real estate developer was asked to turn the
scene into a swimming-lake –plus-cafeteria
paradise in two days. They succeeded.
Desperate cries for explanation coming from
family and friends of Droevendaalers were
professionally silenced by Idealis’ bureaucrats.
But the mayor, Floor and I did see what
happened.
Fifteen minutes after the collision, the three
of us were standing straight again, in total
shock. We looked each other in the eyes and
felt an immediate mutual understanding: we
wanted to go there, save who was still alive,
extinguish fires, check whether the hideous
poles next to 53 were blown out of the soil.
We ran without saying anything or looking at
each other. Soon, we were blinded by a filthy
grey smoke smelling like burned meat. Floor
suddenly screamed and stiffened. Luc and I
ran towards her. She was crying. Kris’ head
was looking us straight in the eyes,
emotionless and without a body. Luc and I
started crying as well. We fell in each other’s
arms.
Luc regained some ratio and told us we had to
move on and look for people that were still
alive. It seemed futile: no screaming, no house
standing straight, no cats running around, only
smoke and this interesting smell of… grilled
meat.
Floor lost her mushroom, and we realized that
this was the definitive end of Droevendaal.
We were overtaken by a strange melancholic
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feeling of wanting to internalize our precious
Droevendaal.
I was the first one suggesting it and acting
accordingly… I bended through my knees… my
thoughts stopped right there… I took a bite.
We sat on the charred grass next to 79, “het
Trimsalon”. The guy I bit in the leg was
trimmed alright. And tasty… the tastiest meat
I ever had. At first, Floor screamed and
grabbed me by the hair, shouting she was
sorry for losing the mushroom. But Luc was
already eating the nose of another guy, and
told Floor she should not fight against this.
Droef was struck by an asteroid. It would
never come back. The only right thing to do
was to enjoy the tastiest people of
Droevendaal: the runners, athletes: people
with healthy flesh. Floor gave in. After two
hours, the guy was gone. We kept the testicles
for the last part of the dinner. I admit: they
were delicious.
After feasting, we knew we had to go, far
away, never to come back. Each of us took
some grilled limbs of the Trimsalon people
and entered the paradise, a path behind
Droevendaal that was originally set up by Roos
and me in April 2013. I think Roos is still alive,
but probably commenced her life-part-two in
South-America. Roos, if you happen to read
this: I’m sorry for the bike bags and for the
fact that I feel too old to swing now.
Nowadays, this path still exists and a complete
spiritual walk is organized there every
Saturday at 9 PM. The day I returned to the

place, some months ago, the alder tree next
to the path was three meters high and a
sentence scratched in the bark was only just
visible: “aardappelen maken loom”. Today,
I’m still trying to remember where I know this
sentence from. I’m also still trying to reason it
through, but it seems such nonsense…
Anyways, Luc, Foor and I headed to Bennekom
and further via the paradise walk. We kept on
walking for three days, energized by an awful
mistake. When we reached the IJselmeer, we
fully realized what we did. We made a pact
never to talk about this to anyone, not even to
each other. Without too many words, we left
the place and took our own ways. I went to
Leiden, city of my heart, and rented a little
house on the “Kaasmarkt”. After two days,
Floor appeared on my doorstep with tears in
her eyes. I took her inside, we lit some
candles, made love, she got pregnant, gave
birth to a twin and we raised them with love
and breakfast parties. Floor, I hope you
understand my decision to write this open
letter to all major Dutch and international
newspapers. The world needs to know that
Droevendaal is not a fairy tale and that the
Droef feeling is not just an abstract idea of
happiness that lives on in the minds of
dreamers and so called utopists: the brothers,
sisters and friends of Droevendaalers that
have been brainwashed by Idealis to believe
that Droevendaal actually never existed. Make
the dream of Droef come true, it is possible.
Start tomorrow with a breakfast party!

January 2013 – the Droef feeling: breakfast
party at 81
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Droef summer camping
Last summer, a real Droef camping arose. Behind barrack 81, next to the paradise route there is a
nice field where at the beginning of the summer one little tent appeared from a homeless girl. But
soon other tents joined and it got really popular to place your tent there. Guests, friends, homeless
people or people who thought their room was too hot…there were even crazy people who camped
just for the fun of it! Indeed: sleeping with the sound of the wind through the trees, sleeping under
the stars, sleeping in a sleeping bag on a hard mattress are the best things to do in summer. In the
evenings there was some singing sometimes, in the morning breakfast parties with yoga. Now that
the summer comes to an end one by one the tents disappear again and I look back with:

‘weemoed’.

Morning yoga at the Droef campsite with music. July 2013.
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Report on the eradication of Fallopia japonica in
Droevendaal (summer 2013) and plans for the coming years
groengroepdroef@gmail.com
Exotic plant species are plants that are not native to the flora of a specific region. These plants are
per definition growing in an ecological system to which they do not belong. They don't have a shared
natural history with the native biota, and thus often show “absurd” behavior in their non-native
range. One such absurd type of behavior is associated with a subgroup of exotic plants, namely the
invasives. Invasive exotic plants show a rapid local and/or regional spread.
Their population dynamics are clearly not in a state of equilibrium, and they often behave in a way
that threatens natural native vegetation and ecosystems, most often by developing incredible
population sizes and densities which basically push away the native plants and associated birds,
beetles, and other living stuff. The most typical thing about most of these plant populations is that
they grow and don´t stop growing. There is nothing (or at least too few things) keeping their
population growth in check.
In our precious bio diverse Droef, we are eradicating the most aggressive invasive plants. This is a
multiple year plan, and requires good monitoring and continuity. For every species an inventory is
first made, after which an action plan is set up. Very important is the fact that different species
sometimes need totally different ways to be eradicated. We can spend a lot of energy with no result,
or even make it worse the coming years. Therefore, before we start doing something, we have to
make sure we have a realistic plan and a good way of killing the bastards. We (Groengroep) advocate
no extremist view on non-natives. One of the most beautiful, harmless trees of Droef (55), de
“tulpenboom” (Liriodendron tulipifera), for example, is a North American friend... and Giant
Hogweed is a bitch.

‘Fallopia japonica: yes, it is firm. But we can be more firm!’ (Kris, 55)
Fallopia japonica, or Japanese knotweed, is an Asian plant which grows and spreads only clonally in
the Netherlands, although it can form flowers (but no seeds). Outside the growing season, when the
plant’s aboveground parts die off, a bare soil is what’s left (see pic below). During the growing
season, the plant quickly captures all the light above it, so other plants cannot grow underneath it. As
a result, once Japanese Knotweed is established, it develops into a monoculture which will stay
where it is. Partly because it’s an exotic plant, it does not have (enough) natural enemies for its
monoculture position to be challenged.

Early spring: the first sprouts come up

Early summer: dense Fallopia jungles form
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Apart from forming a threat to our beautiful diverse vegetation (see other chapter, same volume),
Also our ornamental and vegetable gardens are being taken over (see pics below). You might think
we cannot do anything against this monster. It spreads steadily, grows back after being cut away
aboveground and it does not leave any place for other plants. However, below I will illustrate the
weak points of this plant. If we work all together CONSEQUENTLY to eradicate it (like we did in 2013),
we expect it to die off eventually. In order to evaluate this somehow, we keep track of changes in
population size and density.

Japanese knotweed (bottom left) next to garden

Vegetable garden being overtaken by JK (white circles)

In Droevendaal, there are three Fallopia
centers along the South side of Droevendaal.
A patch is sharply delineated and grows
steadily in diameter. Weak point 1: left as
such, a patch grows steady but cannot give
rise to a new clone. However, a new clone
can be the result of a simple cutting left
somewhere, giving rise to a new plant. This
predominantly happens in disturbed, moist,
nutrient rich soil. To prevent spread, we have
to throw all cut material in the garbage
containers, certainly not on the compost
heaps (or anywhere else on soil).

(probably) weaker than they were at the start
of the growing season. Important here is to
realize that over the course of the (first half of
the) growing season, more and more light
becomes available, which makes it quite
remarkable that it took (on average over the
three clones) less and less work to remove
aboveground biomass. Last summer, we
experimented a bit with also removing
belowground biomass. It was clear that this
made the plant much weaker: after 20 days,
the test patch was still bare (see pics). In a
root system from a clone that is aged multiple
years, energy of multiple years is stored! That
is why removing roots has such a large impact
on the regrowth. Over the course of the
growing season, we observed that the sprouts
that regrew where thinner, showing that the
root system was been fragmented before.
Fallopia is only strongly competitive when it
has its big root system. That is why we think
that the plant will not regrow once it is
severely weakened and native vegetation has
established.

Fallopia has an extensive and strong root
system (perennial). Even with multiple “pulling
out campaigns”, it seems to capture enough
energy from the sunlight in between the
aboveground biomass removal sessions to
sustain its root system. After one growing
season, you can have spent days and days of
work without any result! Luckily, in
Droevendaal we managed to keep up a
frequency (6 times in total) to make the clones
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May 11: removal of belowground biomass

May 29:regrowth after +- 20 days

Weak point two: not being connected to the extensive root system (e.g., when it is fragmented),
the plant cannot grow (fast) where there is native vegetation present. VERY important is to make
sure the aboveground and belowground biomass removal is done in a continuous and consequent
way. Every time we remove biomass, the regrowth is LESS. So, a simple indication of whether we are
on the good way is to consider how much work every campaign requires. This should be less and less.
(To be precise: considered over multiple years!) The frequency of removal is pivotal for the success of
the eradication. Below you can see (yes, very limited data) that the patches near 91/93 and 87 were
well in control, and even shrinked. The patch near 99 was tougher. However, we saw a huge success
of root removal. On these “test patches”, the plant regrew really pathetically.

Knotweed Plan for 2014
1. Six biomass removal campaigns, +- every 3-4 weeks.
2. First one (early spring): get out as much roots as possible. If we do this
with 20 people during half a day, consecutive campaigns will be very
little work.
3. Evaluation: every campaign should clearly take less effort than the year
before, same time.
4. The ecological gardeners of Droef will help us where necessary
( ditch side of the patch near 91/93).
5. REPORT NEW CLONES to Green Group! If we spot the plant directly, we
can remove it ENTIRELY, and chances are near 100% that it will be gone.
6. You can eat the plant! Survive coming summer on daily Knotweed soup.
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man
hrs

date
(2013)

where

May 4

99

May 11

99 + test patch: also below
ground

8

May 12

99 - 93/91 - 87
(-> removed center of 87 also
below ground (0.5 m
diameter))

3

June 1

99 (+ test patch BG) –
93/91 - 87

/

# wheelbarrows
(of aboveground material)

June 29

99 - 93/91 - 87

5

3 wheelbarrows (99), 1/3
wheelbarrow (93/91), 1/4
wheelbarrow (87)

July 23

99 - 93/31 - 87

14

6 wheelbarrows (99), 1 wheelbarrow
(93/91), 1/3 wheelbarrow (87)

August 22

93/91, 87

/

1/3 wheelbarrow (93/91), handful
(87)

DROEF GARDENERS!
I’ve been told it all starts
with seeds. Our yearly Droef
seed swap and common
purchase of seeds at the
Bolster (bolster.nl) will take
place in house # 47 (slot
Droevestein),
Monday,
February 17, 20:00.
We will provide a Bolster
catalogue and think out a
genius system to exchange
seeds. Also, we might serve
coffee. A lot!
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Handwriting and illustrations by Kawire (61)
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Floor (103, huisje Nooitgenoeg)
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Lekker dansen in de tuin!
…This was the title of the summer garden party 2012, at Slot Droevestein. A very simple concept
developed into a vision on life. ‘Lekker dansen’ signifies more than just shaking your booty and
jumping around. It’s about embracing random phenomena like beers growing from a tree and all
sorts of people rolling over you, it’s about forgetting everything you think you know about the
meaning of life, and accepting that the only sensible thing to do is ‘Lekker Dansen’, preferably in de
tuin.
Thanks to everyone willing to share this vision on life!
Jelle-Evelien-Johan-Veronica-Merel-Gerard-Bosvos-Roeland &Lukas.

Het Lekker Dansen Lied
Refrein
Lekker dansen in de tuin (X 3)
Welkom op ons feest!
Neem je maatje bij de hand
en ga maar lekker shaken
het mag gerust je oma zijn
er wordt niet naar gekeken
Refrein
Dansen als een jolig kind
naaktslak is je beste vriend

ga maar lekker uit de bol
je bent een verse hondendrol

Refrein
Danser dans notre Jardin (X 3)
Tu l’aime tu le trouve agreable
Tasty dancing in our garden (X 3)
Welcome to our party
Frolich dansa im garta (X 3)
blablablabla
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